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A glimpse of the many steam, diesel and electric locomotives assembled in the yards at Gifford Street
ready for the Hornby magazine photo session that took place in January.

A BRAND NEW LOOK . . .
Welcome to LINESIDE LOOK - the quarterly successor to our old StreetLife newsletter - and
which I hope you will find to be an equally interesting and enjoyable read. As you may all know,
the final running sessions on Gifford Street took place in November last year and after a lengthy
pause, due in part to the 'beast from the East', work finally started in earnest on Brimscombe, the
replacement layout. However, readers may be interested to learn that Gifford Street was brought
back to life for a day on January 17 for a photo session with Mike Wild, editor of Hornby
magazine.
Missing buildings and scenics were hastily replaced and Andrew Baldwin and Richard Dockerill
were on hand with an impressive array of locomotives and rolling stock. It was an enjoyable day
and I've already seen the results of Mike's photography - but I'm afraid you'll have to wait until
Gifford Street makes its final appearance in print in the September issue of Hornby magazine !
Although Gifford Street has now been dismantled, it's not completely the end of the story as you
will find out later in this issue of LINESIDE LOOK.
Happy modelling !
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T H E V I EW F R O M
T H E B O U N D A RY

Photo: Roy Taylor/Archive GSS

Often seen, but seldom if ever modelled, are the effects of regional boundary changes.
The busy scene above was taken by the late Roy Taylor from the platform end at
Gloucester Eastgate (LMR) station in the 1960s. Apart from the reversing 'Jubilee' and
the ex-GWR Horton Road engine shed in the background, what makes this view
particularly interesting is the signalling - a mixture of Western Region pattern tubular
post and two-doll bracket complete with GWR finials, but with LMR upper quadrant
arms. These, along with some signals at the south end of the station, replaced pure
LMS style equipment some time after the 1958 regional boundary changes.
A 1950's view of
Cheltenham Lansdown
station with a U Class
'Mogul' departing on a
train for Southampton via
the 'Tiddley Dyke' - the
old M&SWJR line. Note
the LMS three-doll bracket
signal at the platform end.
Photo: George Hartley-Smith/
Archive GSS
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The line between Gloucester and Cheltenham was quadrupled during WW2, the
GWR being responsible for maintaining the Cheltenham-Churchdown section (all
L/Q signals), the LMS responsible for Churchdown-Gloucester (all U/Q). Following
regional boundary changes in 1958 all LMR lines south west of Birmingham were
transferred to the WR which probably explains the various signal renewals. As far
as I know, this is something never seen in model form.

A Caprotti 'Black Five' runs into Lansdown
station on the ex-MR Birmingham-Bristol
route. The LMS bracket seen at the bottom
of page 4 has now been replaced by a
Western Region pattern bracket with LMR
pattern upper quadrant arms.

Photo: Roy Taylor/Archive GSS
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T H E V I EW F R O M
T H E B O U N D A RY
Pre-nationalisation, Cheltenham was one of several places on the railway network
where Up trains ran in opposite directions - for the LMS 'Up' was to Derby via
Birmingham, for the GWR it was towards Paddington via Gloucester. This state of
affairs lasted until the quadrupled section was eventually reduced to two tracks and
the 'Up' direction for both LMR and WR trains became northward towards Derby.

Another WR bracket with LMR upper
quadrant arms in more recent times. This
one is of even more interest as the nearer
arm is of an older corrugated type. Can
anyone throw any light on the location?
Photo: Mark Hazel/Archive GSS
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NOT SO MUCH A DIVORCE JUST A TRIAL SEPARATION !
Early in January work started on separating
the goods yard on the rump of the old
reversing loop from the main part of the
benchwork along the back of the barn.
As can be seen from the photographs, work
progressed far more rapidly than predicted,
the total movement of around four feet
being achieved without any help - much to
my complete surprise ! The photo on the left
shows how it all looked before work started
in preparation for 'Project 105'.
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F R E I G HT O N LY
TA N K T RA F F I C

Lionheart Trains 14T Air Ministry tank
wagon, now part of the growing Dapol range.
Prior to the Second World War movement of petrol by rail was mostly in the form of two or three
or more tank wagons in normal freight trains. With the threat of a European war approaching, plans
were put in hand to import fuel through West Coast ports, out of range of enemy bombers, and to
pool petrol supplies and tank wagons, and move petrol across the country in block train loads. It was
soon realised however that the existing privately owned fleet of tank wagons would not cope with
the vastly increased demands of wartime.
Between 1939-1944 some 2,700 Class A tank wagons were constructed for the Air Ministry in
several batches by various contractors to carry pooled petrol and aviation spirit for the war effort.
They were a development of the earlier RCH 1927 design for carrying Class A products (flammable
liquids having a flashpoint of less than 73º Farenheit), being discharged via a siphon tube on top of
the tank (bottom discharge of Class A products only being permitted from 1959). Tank barrels were
riveted or welded (some batches had both) on a 10' 0" wheelbase underframe with RCH pattern
either side brake gear and split axleboxes. They were numbered 1-1070/1321-24202621-3170 with
an AM prefix, the gaps being filled by Lubricating Oil tank wagons. Most, but not all, had ladders to
access the top of the tank barrel and short platforms or catwalks on top of the tanks.
Other alterations to both Class A and Class B tanks included changes to ladders and position or
style of catwalk. Those wanting to read a full history of these tank wagons are recommended to seek
out the two very informative articles by Peter Fidczuk published in the April/May and June/July 1993
issues of Modellers' Backtrack.
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The red flag indicates that these tank wagons
are being unloaded and not to be moved.

Originally released as part of Richard Webster's Lionheart Trains, these tank wagons are now part
of the growing Dapol RTR range. A choice of Class A and Class B tanks are available with detail
differences in catwalks, and bottom discharge correctly modelled on the Class B tanks, all in
authentic post-war liveries and all suitable for the 1950s to the end of steam.
TABLE 1: RCH STANDARDS FOR TANK WAGONS
1887 First RCH specification issued.
1902 Class system introduced - Class A for highly flammable liquids (flash point below 75°F/
23°C)
Class B for liquids with flashpoint above 75°F (23°C). Steel underframe, bottom discharge.
1905 Amended to top discharge pipe only for Class A tanks.
Class B tanks could have bottom discharge and timber underframe.
1907 Specification for cylindrical tanks amended.
First specification issued for rectangular tank wagons.
Specification for 10T and 12T Sulphuric acid tanks issued (December 1907).
1911 Specification for cylindrical tanks amended
Specification for 14T Sulphuric acid tanks issued (February 1911).
1913 Specification for Sulphuric acid tanks issued (November 1913).
1922 Reprint of 1913 specification
1926
1927

Specification for new larger 20 ton tank wagons.
Specification for cylindrical tanks amended.
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With a little extra work the
Bachmann Brass 20T tank wagon can
be turned into a decent 7mm model.
TABLE 2: 1927 RCH STANDARD 10T, 12T and 14T TANK WAGONS
17' 6" tank, 17' 6" over headstocks (capacity in gallons)
INTERNAL DIAMETER 5' 7 1/2"
Tons Capacity
Type of liquid carried
10
2,629 (2,524) Mineral or shale lubricating oils, gas oil, turpentine and turpentine substitutes
12
2,629 (2,524) Ammoniacal liquor and coal tar creosote
14
2,629 (2,590) Coal tar
INTERNAL DIAMETER 5' 10 1/2"
10
2,865 (2,750) Class B - Paraffin, petroleum, etc
10
2,865 (2,650) Class A - light naphtha
12
2,865 (2,750) Mineral oil, seed and fish oils
14
2,865 (2,822) Coal tar
INTERNAL DIAMETER 6' 2 1/8"
12
3,190 (3,062) Petroleum, turpentine
12
3,190 (2,951) Class A - Benzol, toluol
14
3,190 (3,062) Mineral lubricating oil
14
3,190 (2,951) Class A - crude oil, tar, naphtha
INTERNAL DIAMETER 6' 7 1/4"
10
3,630 (3,358) Class A - light motor spirit
12
3,630 (3,358) Class A - motor spirit
14
3,360 (3,485) Mineral and shale lubricating oil, gas oil, turpentine and turpentine substitutes
INTERNAL DIAMETER 7' 2 1/8"
14
4,275 (3,954) Class A - heavy motor spirit, mineral naphtha, benzine and carburine
P A G E 10
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Shell Lubricating Oil triple-compartment tank wagon
under construction - most lubricating oil carried in
tank wagons appears to have been for aviation use.
Besides the wartime 14T Air Ministry vehicles, tank wagons based on the 1927 RCH specification
are also available in 7mm scale. The Slater's kit is probably the best known with a variety of transfers
available, although these are mostly suitable for pre-BR liveries. The photo shows a Slater's tank
wagon kit built up as a triple compartment tank wagon for Shell lubricating oil. Extra castings for
domes and fillers were purchased from Slater's making this an expensive wagon - the pipework
was formed from plastic rod heated over a boiling kettle (!), and various pipework fittings were
scrounged from a set of 4mm scale Knightwing pipe flanges and other components.
The tank barrel is supplied as three longitudinal sections which need to be carefully aligned and
glued together. Inevitably there is a slight mismatch which needs to be carefully filled and filed, trying
to avoid damaging the fine rivet detail. The seam along the bottom is hidden when the tank. is
assembled. This model was going to be described in BRM, but Peter Jarre of the Hillingdon group
beat me to it with his excellent description of building exactly the same tank wagon in MRJ.
A ready-to-run 14T tank was also available in the short-lived Bachmann Brass range. Two versions
were produced along with a 20 T tank. Unfortunately these now command high prices on the
second-hand market, but with a little work such as replacing the brass wheels, removing the bolted
on 'W'-iron/axlebox assembly and substituting suitable castings, and replacing the heavily overscale
brake levers, a decent model can be produced. However, most of these early Bachmann models
had a lacquered brass finish which needs to be stripped off before commencing any painting.
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The 1927 RCH and later Air Ministry 14T tank wagons were nearly all unfitted. In these days of
rigorous Health & Safety regulations it may be difficult to imagine that day after day British Railways
regularly ran block train loads of hand braked only tank wagons conveying highly flammable or other
dangerous liquids behind a steam engine with only engine and brake van capable of braking the train.
All with very few major incidents and on a network full of other freight, parcels and passenger traffic.
In 1957 a new larger design of tank wagon was introduced, developed by Charles Roberts under
the direction of the BTC. This was the vacuum braked 35T Class B tank wagon, with 15' 0"
wheelbase as popularised by the old Airfix kit. Twin vacuum cylinders enabled the brake force to be
altered for loaded or empty condition. For 7mm modellers Heljan have produced an excellent RTR
model in a variety of liveries. For the super critical the Regent liveried model (illustrated above) is
incorrect as these wagons had altered suspension and having looked closely it would be next to
impossible to alter the model easily or successfully. For those who like to take the harder route and
build their own, David J Parkins produces excellent etched kits for the A Class and B Class tank
wagons with working leaf suspension. A train of 20 hauled by a 9F or Class 37 would look ideal
running on my layout if anyone's got the odd couple of grand to spare . . .
From around 1963 new larger capacity tank wagons of 40 and 45 Tons and upwards began to
appear. These were built to the so-called 'Monobloc' design, the larger tanks having end ladders to fit
within the loading gauge. Loaded tanks were permitted to run at 60mph or 45mph when empty. The
45T tank wagons were fitted with air brakes from new from 1966, and in 1979 all vacuum braked
wagons were converted to air brakes, although the vacuum pipe often remained in place for several
years. Most vacuum fitted tank wagons had been withdrawn by 1985.
For 7mm modellers RJH produced an etched-brass kit of a generic 'Monoblock' tank, originally with
pre-formed aluminium tank. This kit is now part of the PR Model Railway Products range, and
available at a very reasonable price including a resin tank. Just Like The Real Thing also produced a
nice kit but sadly, along with the rest of the JLTRT range, no longer available. However, it is worth
keeping an eye on the MM1 website as Laurie has indicated he will be producing small batches of
ex-JLTRT kits from time to time. Currently there are a few pre-Grouping wagons available, although I
understand others will be coming along in the future.
P A G E 12
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Generic 40 Ton 'Monobloc' TTB tank wagons built from Wagon & Carriage Works (ex-RJH) kits.
These are now available from PR Model Railway Products.
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The LINESIDE LOOK ! was an illustrated
modelling strip which I drew and compiled for
the pages of the ModelRail supplement to Rail
magazine between 1989 and 1996. Aimed
primarily at the 4mm scale D&E modeller - at a
time when 'Modern Image' modelling was seen
as the 'poor relation' of the hobby - subjects
varied from realistic signals, buffer stops,
detailing locomotives and stock, to Hazchems
and authentic freight terminals Although
intended to encourage modellers to take a
much more 'serious' and realistic attitude to
their modelling, each subject was treated with a
light-hearted touch, underlined by the loose
style of illustration.

The LINESIDE LOOK ! grew out of a partnership with the late Rod Pickering to produce a series of
4mm scale plans for modellers under the
name Lithoplan. These were inspired by
several meetings with Eric Illett, creator of
the EricPlans plan books for modellers. Eric
Illett was perhaps better known for
producing slide reveal graphics for the Sky
at Night and other BBC TV programmes in
the days long before the advent of
computer graphics. He also ran a small
plastic injection moulding business in
Cheltenham, producing razor blade boxes
and parts for Peco kits. I still have one of
his original artworks in the barn.
When Rod decided to leave the Lithoplan
partnership the artwork and drawings
were sold, becoming part of the Skinley range of drawings. However, earlier this year the HMRS
acquired the Skinley archive, and copyright
of the ex-Lithoplan drawing range is now
vested with them.• Around 50 separate full
and half page illustra
The LINESIDE LOOK ! strips were
commissioned by Phil Sutton, who edited
the ModelRail supplements at the time. Most
of these were in monochrome, although
some were given spot colour. Several were
later reprised in colour in British Railway
Modelling, although a book - featuring brand
new plus updated and redrawn earlier
LINESIDE LOOK ! strips - and proposed as a
BRM publication, was regrettably still born.
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H OW T H E W E ST

WA S W O N !

Network SouthEast liveried 50 018 Resolution leaves
Gloucester with a parcels service in this undated photograph.
The 'Hoover' was cut up at MC Metals, Glasgow, in 1993. Photo: Mark Hazel/Archive GSS

Preserved 'Hymek' D7018, 'Warship' D821 Greyhound, and 'Western' D1015 Western Champion
line up at Old Oak Common on August 18, 1991. Photo: Mark Hazel/Archive GSS
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BUILDING

BRIMSCOMBE

One of the first tasks after separating the shunting yard from the main staging was to begin boxing in
the void at the back of the layout, below the corrugated asbestos cement cladding. Due to Health &
Safety concerns over the cladding, a well braced wooden framework of reclaimed 2" x 1" timber was
erected and securely screwed to the baseboard surface, avoiding any disturbance to the asbestos
cement sheeting. The framework was then clad with 8' x 4' sheets of 9mm MDF, each sheet first
being sawn lengthways to give two 24" deep sheets. When fixed to the wooden framework, the
MDF sheets stand proud of
the cladding, again to avoid
any disturbance, giving a
total length of some 46'.
The finished backscene was
then painted with Dulux
vinyl matt 'Celestial Clouds'
- a very light blue - giving a
good representation of a
slightly overcast blue sky.
The 2' high backscene will
eventually be continued
around the curve which
leads to St Mary's Crossing
and Sapperton tunnel.
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The state of play in May 2018 - the shunting yard has been demolished and the framework re-used in
the new 10-road staging track yard being erected on the right.The remaining five boards from Gifford
Street are now in use as a shunting layout in the middle of the room - Brimscombe just visible on the left.

Although it had originally been intended to keep the shunting yard, this has now been completely
dismantled with the timber being re-used in the framework for Brimscombe's new storage roads.
The baseboard for the storage roads is 3' wide - wide enough for eight storage loops and two
through running lines - so should be capable of handling 20 or so trains, far more than could be
handled on Gifford Street. The scenic curved boards and one straight board from Gifford Street are
being scrapped, and the remaining five straight boards set up in the middle of the layout giving a 33'
shunting layout, including eight feet of
storage roads (although these remain
as plain baseboards at present).
Just over half of the framework for
the new storage roads has been
completed and surfaced, with material
in hand for the remaining part.
Attention will then turn to the
trackbed between Brimscombe West
and Brimscombe station, which is
planned to be built using 'L'-girder
construction. This will complete all of
the major construction work.
RIGHT: The station area being 'blocked
in' - the area to the right of the yellow
tape will be demolished and rebuilt
using 'L'-girder construction methods.
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Progress at Sapperton Tunnel. The false wall for the tunnel is in place - the tunnel mouth will be
modelled in styrene and when finished fixed in place on the wall, in exactly the same manner as the
tunnel mouth on Gifford Street was created. To save space in the storage roads, a crossover is
located in the tunnel, although this should not be visible from a normal viewing position. Scenery
over the top of the tunnel will be removable for maintenance. The 2' high backscene is also in place the scenery over the tunnel will extend almost to the top of the backscene.
Almost ready to begin
tracklaying in the storage
roads. A total of eight loops
and two through roads are
available, accessable from
both Up or Down lines via
crossovers at either end.
Control of the Up lines will
be from a panel at this end St Mary's Crossing (SMX) and a lever frame at
Brimscombe West (BRW)
will control Down lines.
Trains will be able to run
round the layout from these
two control positions.
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Back to the future ! Gifford Street in its new role as shunting layout - although in effect this is taking the
layout back to how it was originally operated when first built some 15 years ago.

A lever frame at Brimscombe East (BRE) will control stopping trains on either line at the station, and
a panel mounted controller will also be available for shunting the small yard. Unlike Gifford Street,
power to the track sections will only be connected if the correct point and signal levers are pulled
so operators will in effect be both signalmen and drivers, unless enough operators are on hand to
have signalmen and drivers. Ultimately it is
hoped that trains will be 'offered' from 'box
to 'box in accordance with prototype
operation - fortunately it will also be possible
to operate the layout with all 'boxes 'switched
out' for a spot of 'tail chasing'.
However, the curving nature of the route
through the Golden Valley combined with the
steep climb up to Sapperton Tunnel meant
that this was never a high speed route - most
Up trains had an assisting engine attached and
for Down trains there was a 45mph speed
restriction through the station whilst all
Down freights had to stop to have the brakes
lifted. So high speed exploits on the new
layout will be actively discouraged . . .
RIGHT: The sinuous nature of the ex-GWR
route through the Golden Valley captured in this
1970s view taken from a Swindon bound DMU.
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Photo: Roy Taylor/Archive GSS

ABOVE: 14xx 0-4-2T No.1458 departs Brimscombe with a Gloucester-Chalford 'auto'. Although a 14xx
was the usual motive power other classes could be seen when the rostered loco was unavailable including
57xx, 64xx, 94xx 0-6-0PTs and on at least one occasion a 'Hall' Class 4-6-0.
TURN No.225 for a 14xx 0-4-2T
(Monday-Friday, June 1953)
Horton Road crew (Turn 300)
7.00am Passenger, Gloucester-Chalford (due 7.47 am)
7.55am Passenger, Chalford-Gloucester (due 8.34am)
10.10am Passenger, Gloucester-Chalford (due 8.34am)
11.00am Passenger, Chalford-Gloucester (due 11.40am)
Horton Road crew (Turn 301)
1.15pm Passenger, Gloucester-Chalford (due 1.56pm)
2.00pm Passenger, Chalford-Gloucester (due 2.42pm)
5.12pm Passenger, Gloucester-Chalford (due 5.45pm)
6.00pm Passenger, Chalford-Gloucester (due 6.40pm)
8.15pm Passenger, Gloucester-Chalford (due 8.56pm)
9.00pm Passenger, Chalford-Gloucester (due 9.43pm)
SATURDAYS ONLY
Brimscombe crew (Turn 301)
10.31pm Passenger, Gloucester-Chalford (due 11.15pm)
11.25pm Light Engine to Brimscombe shed (due 11.28pm)
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Finally, an important point that
visitors should be aware of is that
Brimscombe, as with all ex-GWR
main lines, will be equipped with
ATC. The ramps associated with
ATC equipment are set slightly
higher than the top of the running
rails, so it is vitally important that
visiting locomotives do not have any
parts such as brake gear, water pickup apparatus, wires, etc. that may
foul the ATC ramps. A gauging track
will be installed in the storage roads
for all visiting locomotives which will
need to be passed for clearance
purposes before being allowed to
run on the layout. As the ramps are
metal and will be firmly fixed to the
track it will be your loco that comes
off worse in any argument !
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DAT E S
July 8 Swapmeet
Springfields Event Centre, Spalding
July 15 Open/Runing Day
Lincoln Poachers O Gauge Group,
The Scout Hut, Birchwood, Lincoln
August 4/5 Modelling Demo
Waveney Valley MRC, St Felix School, Southwold
September 8/9 Modelling Demo
Swindon Railway Festival, STEAM Museum
November 3/4 Modelling Demo
Spalding MRC, Springfields Event Centre,
Spalding

The

LINESIDE LOOK
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IMPORTANT - your Data and GDPR
At Lynx Models we take your privacy seriously
and will only use your personal information to
administer your account and provide the
products and services you have requested
from us. Lynx Models will not pass your
personal information on to any third party.
Credit and Debit card orders are administered
by PayPal who may store card numbers and
personal data. Lynx Models website is hosted
by Weebly.com who uss cookies to personalise
browsing, analyse site usage, and offer tailored
promotions.To review their GDPR policies, visit
PayPal.com and Weebly.com
If you do not wish to receive notification
of the latest issue of LINESIDE LOOK,
please email lynxmodels@icloud.com
and your details will be deleted.

No.1 THE GREAT OUTBACK
Terraced house backs - a common
sight from trains since the dawn of
railways, but all subtly different !
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G L A S S BY R A I L
This article appeared in the May 1949 issue
of Meccano Magazine, based on information
supplied by the London Midland Region.
The carriage of glass by rail has long
required the provision of special equipment
owing to the fragile character of such loads.
In recent times the container system has
improved the handling of small glassware.
A container can be packed at the
manufacturer's works and then travel with its
contents undisturbed by road, rail and
perhaps road again before reaching its
destination.
For large glass sheets special wagons fitted
with trestle for supporting the load in a
sloping position are well known. Often they
are of the well type, thus allowing taller
sheets to be dealt with. Other wagons for
glass sheet traffic have special vertical
stanchions, between which the sheets, crated
or cased, can be clamped. Recent
developments on the London Midland Region, following up experiments begun in 1946 by the
former LMS and Pilkington Brothers Ltd, the glass manufacturers of St Helens, will enable window
glass to travel from St Helens, Lancs, more speedily, without packing, and better still, without
damage. This has been made possible by new type cradles carried in special shock-absorbing
railway wagons.
The new idea is to load
sheet glass in two equal
packs on either side of the
felt-padded centre suport
on each cradle and hold it
in position with clamps. The
cradles are removable and
can be carried in both road
and rail vehicles. They are of
light weight and easily
accessible, both for loading
and unloading. All clamping
and securing of the glass is
performed by mechanical
means, without ropes or
loose packing.
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Shock absorbing glass wagon under construction - bodies
scratch-built by Andrew Baldwin, the underframes are from
Slater's with added details from the now defunct ABS range.

Each pack of glass is independently
clamped by a felt-covered detachable steel
frame, housed in sockets at the base and
tightened at the top by screws which in
turn are connected to the centre supports.
To prevent any longitudinal movement of
the glass, a swivelling adjustable steel beam
is attached to the centre supports by a
screw and is further secured at each end
of the side frame by a screw clamp. The
shock-absorbing equipment of the new
wagons, which allows the body in which
the glass cradles are fitted to 'float' on
rubber springs, totally eliminates damage
to sheet glass due to any violent
movement during transit by rail. Each
wagon can carry 8 1/2 tons of sheet glass
in two cradles compared with the load of
three to five tons of glass packed in crates
and carried by former methods.

A 7mm scale model
As a result of their experiences with Pilkington Brothers, as mentioned in the MM article, the LMS
designed a three-plank shock wagon for glass traffic, although they were not built until after
nationalisation in 1949. Curiously, they all appear to have been
fitted with open spoke wheels. BR built 25 virtually identical
vehicles also in 1949. In traffic these wagons always appear to
have been sheeted over when loaded, so unless you are
modelling an empty wagon there is no need to make accurate
models of the complex cradles. A useful photo of the interior
of one of these wagons appeared in the May 2000 issue of
Model Rail.
Andrew Baldwin scratch-built several BR 'Shock Glass' wagon
bodies in styrene - one of which I've now mounted on a
Slater's shock underframe as illustrated above. Brake levers and
vac pipes are from the much missed ABS white metal castings
range. The completed wagon will eventually find its way onto
Brimscombe but at present is awaiting the addition of a
sheeted load and final painting and weathering. That leaves a
spare body - resin cast anyone ?
13T SHOCK WAGON FOR GLASS TRAFFIC
Dia.
Nos.
Built
D2152 M489000-5 1949 Derby
1/103 B474800-24 1949 Shildon
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This year marks the 70th anniversary of the birth of the nationalised British Railways. Initially organised
into six Regions - Eastern (ER), London Midland (LMR), North Eastern (NER), Scottish (ScR), Southern
(SR), and Western (WR). Although the NER was soon swallowed up in an enlarged Eastern Region, it
didn't stop regional pride making sure that a number of ER coaches were given a GE prefix.
In 1964 British Railways 'lost their way', becoming the shortened and much ridiculed British Rail, also
introducing the 'arrow of indecision' logo. Recognised now as an outstanding piece of industrial design,
it is still used to indicate railway stations (never train
stations as Aunty BBC would have us believe) to a
disillusioned public long after the demise of the
nationalised - and in the light of recent events now sadly missed - BR who at least usually
managed to keep a train or two running.
This year also marks the 50th anniversary of the
end of steam on BR, the last public services running
on August 4th, 1968. A week later the 'Fifteen
Guinea Special' ran and apart from
Oliver Cromwell running light
engine to its new home at
Bressingham that was it. British
Rail imposed a total ban on
steam the following day,
although Alan Pegler managed to
get BR to allow Flying Scotsman
to run the odd special over an
otherwise steam free network.
At the time no one could have
imagined the relaxation of the
steam ban, the huge growth in
railway preservation that would
happen over the next half century, or
the rescue of a huge number of
locomotives that spent so many years
in Dai Woodham's scrap yard, let alone
the number of 'new build' locomotives
currently under construction. Although
the preservation movement can never
hope to fully recreate the every day age
of steam, we must all be thankful to those
pioneers of preservation - many now
sadly no longer amongst us.
Long may the age of steam continue.
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